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Introduction 

Uncanny fiction has been highly popular since the Gothic Era, and even today, young 

people have a great interest in ghost stories and the Gothic genre. Everything from 

traditional ghost stories to frightening horror movies is exciting and thrilling. However, 

there have also been changes over time. Neil Wilson comments on this evolution in that 

“beliefs, along with their fictional representations, constantly evolve to reflect 

contemporary fashions and obsessions, and so ensure their continued relevance” (1). 

This continued fascination makes a good starting point for a project to teach students 

more about the gothic tradition and genre and to create a deeper awareness of this 

subject.  

The Gothic genre was highly popular during the Romantic Era (late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth-century) which was the first time ghosts came to be common in 

literature. David Punter discusses the term ‘Gothic’ and mentions that the meaning of 

the term has changed through history until it finally came to mean a tribute to the old 

pagan ways, a part of England’s cultural history (5-6). He continues by stating that 

“almost all the Gothic writers used the fear of the supernatural” (10) and that one of the 

most significant aspects within the genre is the element of fear (18). Finally, he 

discusses the survival of the Gothic and how the genre has developed due to cultural 

changes but that it still has “forms of continuity which we can trace right through from 

the eighteenth-century writers to the contemporary world” (13). 

Fred Botting argues a similar point to Punter’s in that the Gothic genre developed 

into ghost stories which evolved over time, leading to the settings and characters 

changing (123). The purpose of this essay is to point to these differences in the two 

stories analyzed. Wilson elaborates on the purpose of ghost stories as a way of 

explaining “what often seem inexplicable events involving individual human 

misfortune” (5). He goes on to argue that the most common theme in ghost stories at the 

beginning of the 19
th

 century was that of the walking dead not being able to rest before a 

past wrong had been corrected (7). This is also what we find in the two stories discussed 

in this essay. 

This essay will deal with two ghost stories by different authors and from different 

periods in history. The first one is Elizabeth Gaskell’s “The Old Nurse’s Story” written 

in 1852 and which can be said to represent the traditional Gothic genre. Elizabeth 

Gaskell (1810-1865) was active during the Victorian era in England and is most known 
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for her industrial novels. The second story is Susan Hill’s The Man in the Picture 

written in 2007. Susan Hill (1942-) is from Yorkshire, England and has written novels, 

short stories and crime novels, her perhaps best-known ghost story being The Woman in 

Black.  

A common theme in the ghost story is that of revenge. As we all know, revenge 

can appear in many different shapes, but in the ghost story it is most often about a 

person being wronged in some way and who comes back as a ghost to haunt the 

wrongdoers. This theme runs through the two stories analyzed in this essay. In both 

cases the past crime is based on a love triangle, where two women were bitter rivals for 

the same man. Both stories contain mysterious and supernatural events and there is a 

gradual revelation of these mysteries. There are more similarities between the two 

stories than revenge. They are both based on the traditional structure of the ghost story, 

with a first person narrator, a story told about the past and in a particular setting. Thus, 

both stories follow the traditions of the genre.  

However, in spite of the similarities, there are many fundamental differences in 

the stories. It is the argument of this essay that The Man in the Picture is a more 

developed and less conventional ghost story than “The Old Nurse’s Story”. This 

development can be seen in the setting, the narrators and the structure of the story, all of 

which contain more layers in the later story. The unconventional features in Hill’s story 

are the use of a painting as the basis of horror, the ghost and her way of executing her 

revenge and the sense of unexplained evil which pervades the story and the resolution. 

Furthermore, Hill’s story differs from the traditional revenge mentioned above by 

bringing in a more uncanny, multilayered vengeance. 

The essay is structured in three chapters. The first one deals with “The Old 

Nurse’s Story” where we go through its relation to the Gothic genre in terms of setting, 

narrator, structure, the visitation, the victim, the ghost and finally the resolution. The 

revenge theme is present throughout the chapter as it links to many of the subjects 

mentioned. The second chapter deals with The Man in the Picture and follows roughly 

the same structure as Chapter One as far as the conventions of genre are concerned. In 

this chapter however, there is an additional section dealing with Hill’s innovativeness 

and unconventionality within the genre. The third chapter presents a didactic angle, 

discussing how the stories can be used in the classroom. The stories work well as a basis 

for analysis and the theme will be structured in the form of a project.  
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The critics used in this essay all contribute to the understanding of the genre and 

the two ghost stories. For the first chapter, Louise Henson and Rebecca Styler have 

proven most valuable. For the second chapter, Neil Wilson and Rosemary Jackson are 

the most prominent critics. There is plenty of criticism to be found on the Gothic and 

the ghost story. However, it has been problematic to find critics regarding The Man in 

the Picture. The most probable reasons for this are that the story was published in 2007 

and that it is not one of Hill’s best-known literary works. There has been much more 

written about Elizabeth Gaskell and her works, an understandable fact as she was first 

published more than a hundred years ago. However, as in the case of The Man in the 

Picture, “The Old Nurse’s Story” is not Gaskell’s best-known work, which is probably 

why it is difficult to find critics regarding this particular story. Furthermore, I have not 

been able to find any studies comparing the two authors or stories to each other. Hence, 

this study fills a gap. 
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Chapter 1: Complying with Tradition 

“The Old Nurse’s Story” by Elizabeth Gaskell is a relatively short ghost story with 

several time frames. The old nurse, Hester, is the narrator of a story from her youth, 

when she was the guardian of a little girl named Rosamond, orphaned early in life. The 

remaining characters are: Miss Grace Furnivall, her old companion Mrs Stark, and the 

servants, James and his wife Dorothy. All of these characters are quite old. The story is 

centered around the ghostly visitations originating from a drama which took place in 

Miss Furnivall’s youth. The visiting ghosts are a little child and her mother who are 

seeking revenge. In this chapter we will explore Gaskell’s use of the conventional 

elements of the ghost-story genre, starting with the setting and narrator, moving on to 

the structure and visitation, the victim, the ghosts’ motive and finally the resolution. 

The entire story takes place in the conventional ghost-story setting of an old 

manor house. The house is secluded, far from “all signs of a town, or even a village” 

and surrounded by a “large wild park” with “gnarled thorn-trees, and old oaks” (5). 

Hester comments on the house and its surroundings, saying that “no one seemed to take 

much charge of the place” (5-6). This setting means that the house is situated far from 

any neighbors or, in other words, far from any outside help and is derelict and 

unattended. The interior of the house is also typical of the genre. The great hall, for 

example, is furnished with “heavy old-fashioned sofas”, a “great fire-place” but with no 

fire burning, making the hall “dark and gloomy” to Hester (6). She also notices a great 

organ in the hall which will play an important role in the continuing story. An additional 

fact adding to the mystery of the house is the east wing, completely closed off to the 

residents. 

In Rebecca Styler’s view, “Gaskell makes a distinctive contribution to Victorian 

Gothic by portraying home as the source of horror” (36). Botting argues a similar point 

in that the home “could be a prison as well as a refuge” (128). In “The Old Nurse’s 

Story”, we can see this both in the ghosts and the living. The ghosts are in a matter of 

speaking trapped in the house and will presumably remain there until justice has 

prevailed. They are, of course, also the main reason for the house being a place of 

horror. However, the living are figuratively speaking imprisoned as well; as has been 

mentioned earlier, the house is far from any neighbors and furthermore, Hester and 

Rosamond are alone in the world and have nowhere else to go. This makes them both, 

in a way, prisoners of the house. In addition, the house could be said to have been a 
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place of horror, though not supernatural, even before the ghosts. Old Lord Furnivall was 

a very proud man “and had broken his poor wife’s heart with cruelty, they said”, a sign 

of the dark history of the house (18). 

We can also see that nature plays an important role in this story, namely when it 

comes to the weather. This is important for the story as it works to build up the 

suspense. When the ghosts are about to make an appearance, it is fall and the weather is 

cold and windy, and we learn that mysterious events escalate “on winter nights, and 

before storms” (10). When winter comes, the haunting intensifies and at the time that 

the story takes place “the first frost came in October” leading to an ominous statement 

from Miss Furnivall: “’I am afraid we shall have a terrible winter,’ [she said] in a 

strange kind of meaning way” (11). 

The structure of “The Old Nurse’s Story” is that of a framework leading to the 

main tale and then an embedded tale within the main one, i.e. a structure of two Chinese 

boxes. Louise Henson points out that Gaskell had an interest in the oral tradition of 

narrating (251). This becomes evident in “The Old Nurse’s Story” where the framework 

is that of old Hester telling a story from her youth to the children of Rosamond. Hence, 

the story is told in the first person which Wilson argues is typical of the genre, since 

“the predominant form of the supernatural tale is essentially that of an individual’s 

encounter with the unknown” (6). Hester’s story covers a period of about four months, 

presumably around thirty years from the time of narrating. 

The tale embedded in Hester’s story is that of the old servant Dorothy, a story 

taking us back another sixty years, consequently about ninety years from the time of the 

framework story. She is the person who gives us the explanation of the mystery. 

However, she does not tell it in the first person, but through Hester’s voice, with only 

occasional remarks in Dorothy’s own voice. This is another aspect which shows us that 

the story is told orally. The time frames mentioned above are fairly straight forward. 

The story runs from the “present” when the old nurse is narrating the story to the 

children, to the past story of her youth and finally to Dorothy’s account of the Furnivall 

family’s past. After Dorothy’s story, however, we are brought back to the second 

narrating level and Hester’s story ends with the climax and resolution of the ghost 

drama, which means that we never return to the framework story of old Hester. Below is 

a chart to help clarify the time frames. 
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The function of this structure is to build up suspense. In the framework we are provided 

with hints that the tale to come is a frightening one. However, we also learn that both 

Hester and Rosamond are safe and have survived whatever horrors they encounter in the 

story. The tale of young Hester’s experiences serves to give us the main events and 

thereby the main story, but it is not until Dorothy’s account that we see the whole 

picture. This is the last piece of the puzzle and gives an explanation of all of the 

mysterious events Hester has been experiencing. As we shall see in Chapter Two, Susan 

Hill structures her tale in a similar way, although she does it in a more elaborate and 

intricate way. 

In “The Old Nurse’s Story” there are several seers of the ghosts. The first seer is 

the same person as the main victim, namely little Rosamond.  Rosamond is never 

frightened of the ghosts but sees them more as people who need her help: “and this little 

girl beckoned to me to come out; and oh, she was so pretty and so sweet, I could not 

choose but to go” (15). Rosamond understands that the child is in distress and wants to 

help, but through this she is the most vulnerable character. All of the other living 

characters are afraid of the ghosts and know to stay away from them, while Rosamond 

is completely innocent and knows no better. This makes her the main victim, the one 

most at risk of being hurt. The second seer is Hester who is very frightened of the 

ghosts and does everything in her power to keep Rosamond away from them. The real 

target, however, is Miss Furnivall, whose past crime makes her the focus of the ghosts’ 

revenge. 

The visitation of the ghosts occurs in three or four different stages of the story, 

depending on how we look at it. Furthermore, there is a gradual escalation in the visits 

and their intensity. First of all, there is a prelude to the appearances of the ghosts when 

the organ in the hall plays, an occurrence which is closely linked to the weather. Hester 

hears the organ many times “but most of all on winter nights, and before storms” (10). 

Young Hester’s story 

Dorothy’s account 

 

 

Old Hester’s Prologue 
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Hester decides to examine it more closely one day, finding that it is in fact “all broken 

and destroyed inside” and hence impossible to play (10). We now know that no living 

person could play the organ and Hester later learns that the common belief is that “it 

was the old lord playing on the great organ in the hall” (10).  

After this, the actual visitations occur, i.e., when the ghosts appear in their visual 

form, where Rosamond is the first person to encounter them. She disappears one day, 

making Hester frantic with anxiety. Finally, Rosamond is found outside in the snow, 

almost frozen to death. When Rosamond feels better she tells Hester that she went 

outside with a little girl and that they met the girl’s mother.  Hester, however, does not 

believe Rosamond’s account, most likely because neither of them realize that the 

mother and child are ghosts and not living persons: “I tracked you by your foot-marks 

through the snow; there were only yours to be seen” Hester tells Rosamond (15).  

Nonetheless, the next episode gives Hester a reason both to believe in Rosamond 

and understand that the ghost child is both mysterious and dangerous. Hester and 

Rosamond are both in the great hall when the child ghost appears outside the window. 

Rosamond wants to go out and help, but Hester, who is terrified, rescues Rosamond 

from a most probable demise, which we can see in the following quotation: 

I saw a little girl, … crying, and beating against the window-panes, … 

even in the stillness of that dead-cold weather, I had heard no sound of 

little battering hands upon the window-glass, although the Phantom Child 

had seemed to put forth all its force; … I caught up Miss Rosamond before 

she got the hall-door opened, and clutched her, and carried her away, 

kicking and screaming, …. (16-17) 

The different stages of the haunting serve to build up suspense. First, we are not sure of 

what is happening: why is the organ playing and how is it possible when it is broken? 

Bit by bit we are provided with clues to the mystery. The key, however, is provided by 

Dorothy in her tale of the family’s history. 

Dorothy’s tale of the Furnivall family history focuses on the extremely proud old 

Lord Furnivall who terrorized the household, and his equally proud daughters. He loved 

music and had a European musician come every summer to entertain him. Both of the 

sisters fell for the musician who led them both on, creating a triangle-drama between 

them. In the end, he married the older sister, Miss Maud in secret, making Miss Grace 

insanely jealous. Maud and the musician had a baby before he tired of the sisters’ 
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rivalry and left them all for good. However, Grace’s jealousy did not subside and when 

she learned of Maud’s baby, hidden in the east wing of the house, she told their father, 

who raged with fury and sent Maud and her child out in the bitter-cold winter to die. 

Miss Grace did nothing to prevent the horrific occurrence. Diane Long Hoeveler sees 

Miss Grace’s behavior as typical: “The gothic feminist always manages to dispose of 

her enemies without dirtying her dainty little hands” (7). Moreover, Dorothy’s tale 

serves to reveal that it is, in fact, Miss Furnivall’s sister and niece who are haunting the 

house, seeking revenge. 

With this in mind, we turn to the last haunting episode, where the ghosts appear 

from the east wing in front of Hester, Miss Furnivall, Mrs Stark and Rosamond. This 

time Maud and her child are joined by the ghost of old Lord Furnivall and a fourth 

apparition who we understand is the young Miss Grace Furnivall, wearing an evil smile. 

In this episode the ghosts re-enact the scene where old Lord Furnivall sent his daughter 

and grandchild out to die in the cold. Throughout the re-enactment Rosamond tries to go 

with them since the ghost child is calling for her.  

However, old Miss Furnivall, who has come to love Rosamond, has thereby been 

given an opportunity to understand Maud’s love for her child. Therefore, when old Lord 

Furnivall is about to strike the ghost child with his crutch, Miss Furnivall cries out, “Oh, 

father! father! spare the little innocent child!” (23) a cry which Carol A. Martin 

interprets as a “cry for the pitiful-pitiless phantom child, for Rosamond, and for herself 

who had shown no pity to her sister” (35). This shows us that Miss Furnivall has learnt 

to feel compassion but, as she later says herself on her death-bed: “What is done in 

youth can never be undone in age!” (24). Her cry points to the fact that her jealousy 

caused the death of two individuals, a thing which will never be undone, no matter how 

much she regrets it now. The fact that nothing can be undone is demonstrated by the 

appearance of the young Miss Furnivall, doing nothing to prevent the episode in spite of 

old Miss Furnivall’s pleading. This last episode ends with her suffering a stroke and 

dying shortly afterwards. All of this clearly shows us the double roles of Miss Furnivall 

and how she has developed in life. When she was young, she was a hard, rancorous and 

hateful woman but she has become an old, caring and suffering lady who regrets her 

past crimes. 

Because of the double role of Miss Furnivall, there is a double revenge theme in 

this story. She was scorned in her youth by the musician and her sister, a betrayal which 

led Miss Grace to take vengeance upon Miss Maud, causing the death of her sister and 
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niece. The second revenge is the one discussed above where Miss Maud in turn takes 

revenge on Miss Grace for her betrayal in their youth by seeking to harm another child. 

This means that there is a certain symmetry in the revenging episodes with the 

difference that the child is spared in the second one. The symmetry is also an answer to 

Rosamond being the first focus of the ghosts’ attention. The ghosts use Rosamond to 

make Grace realize the evil of what she did to her sister and niece. Even if Rosamond 

survives with the help of Hester and Miss Furnivall, it is through her that the revenge is 

accomplished and Miss Furnivall dies in despair of what she did in her youth. 

Miss Furnivall’s despair points to the possibility of seeing this as a story of 

redemption. Even though Miss Furnivall changes and repents, there is no way for her to 

change the past. However, a child is spared this time, thanks to Miss Furnivall’s 

repentance and transformation in character. This means that there is a moral aim in this 

story where we could choose to see Miss Furnivall as heroic, along with Styler who 

argues: Gaskell’s “heroes are those who transcend … by a conscious act of sympathy” 

(41). Hence, there is a lesson to be learnt in the story. Styler claims that Gaskell uses 

Gothic for moral purposes “Her … ghosts become metaphors for moral transgression” 

(33) and that her tales “trace miseries and vice to their causes, and thereby have a 

cautionary value” (47). In “The Old Nurse’s Story” the lesson is most probably that evil 

acts of hatred and spite will come back to haunt you in life. With the final revenge 

complete, the fact that we know that Rosamond lives on, and that the wrongdoer has 

redeemed herself, we can assume that the ghosts are laid to rest and that justice has 

prevailed. 

Martin takes a feminist approach in her reading of Gaskell’s story where she 

argues that the narrator’s attitude to the characters points to the fact that both of the 

Furnivall sisters are relatively innocent. She argues that there is a parallel between them 

and the two children in the story, creating sympathy for Miss Furnivall in the reader 

(34-35). This innocence is, according to Martin, based on the fact that both of the sisters 

are victims of their father’s and the musician’s evil (34). She does not, however, remove 

Miss Furnivall’s personal guilt in the drama by stating this. There is, however, a 

problem with this reading of the story. Both of the male characters are given a 

subordinate role by Gaskell. They are not developed or given any real focus in the main 

drama. This means that the main focus is on Miss Grace’s own responsibility in the 

drama and Gaskell does not deprive her of her own choices in life, be they bad or good 

ones. 
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To sum up, we have seen that Gaskell writes in the Gothic tradition. In all of the 

parts discussed above we see the typical elements of the Gothic ghost story in the 

setting of an isolated manor house, the vengeful ghost trying to correct a past wrong and 

finally being laid when the wrongdoer has repented. The story is mainly told 

chronologically in the voice of one narrator and the story ends with all of the mysteries 

solved. 
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Chapter 2: An Unconventional Take  

This second chapter deals with Susan Hill’s The Man in the Picture. The focus will lie 

on the differences between this novel and “The Old Nurse’s Story”, and how Hill’s tale 

is a more developed and unconventional ghost story. The structure of this chapter will 

follow the same order as chapter one. We will start with the setting and narrators, then 

the structure and visitation, the ghost’s motive and finally the resolution. In all of these 

parts we will see many examples of the development and innovation present in Hill’s 

story. 

The primary story in The Man in the Picture is told by Theo Parmitter, an elderly 

college professor, to one of his former students visiting him at his home in a Cambridge 

College. The story revolves around an old painting of a carnival scene in Venice and the 

mystery it holds. We are given several accounts of the painting from different people. 

Theo Parmitter is, as mentioned, one of the narrators and the second-known owner of 

the painting. The first owner is an old countess who also has a substantial narrative role. 

The framework narrator is Theo’s former student Oliver and the last narrator is Oliver’s 

wife, Anne. There is one sinister person in this story, namely Clarissa Vigo, who has an 

uncanny relationship with the painting.  

Whereas all of “The Old Nurse’s Story” takes place in one setting, The Man in the 

Picture moves between several different ones. The first setting is that of a Cambridge 

College and the second an old country house owned by the Countess. At the time of the 

narrating most of the scholars at Cambridge are on vacation, leaving the college empty, 

a fact which makes the building feel somewhat abandoned, much like the old manor 

house in Gaskell’s story. The second setting is that of the old manor house which is 

described as both similar and a contrast to the typical ghost-story manor. When Theo 

first visits the house, he is surprised at how welcoming it is and draws an ironic parallel 

between it and the typical ghost-story manor house. “What had I expected? A bleak and 

lonely house set above a ravine, with ivy clinging to damp walls” (57). The contrast is 

further developed with an allusion to the most famous of haunted houses: It “bore not 

the slightest resemblance to the house of Usher” although it “was certainly isolated” 

(57). However, during Theo’s stay, the house changes and becomes more mysterious 

and uncanny. “I wondered how this great house could be so silent. In my experience old 

houses are never so, they speak, … they have a life of their own, but this house had 
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none” (81). We can thus see that Hill moves from the traditional to a somewhat more 

unconventional setting for her ghost story. This comes to its peak in the third setting. 

The third and final setting is the Carnival in Venice where Hill turns a cheerful 

and festive location into a frightening scene. Both the Countess and her husband, and 

later Oliver and his wife, go to Venice for their honeymoons. For both couples the 

beauty and romance of the city soon turns into a nightmare of terror, loss and sorrow. 

The setting of Venice occurs both in the city itself and in the painting. This means that 

the painting is a setting in itself, both reflecting and foreshadowing the geographical 

Venice. Furthermore, the painting works to replace the ghost as the main instrument of 

the supernatural in this story. With this unconventional setting, The Man in the Picture 

has evolved from the typical ghost story by using the traditional environment in 

combination with a festive city and its equivalence in a painting. Terror occurring in 

such a romantic and festive city as Venice gives the story a new frightening layer, which 

the first story is not able to provide. 

The weather in Hill’s story has many similarities to the previous story. When it 

begins and Oliver visits Theo, it is January, the weather is icy cold and they warm 

themselves in front of a fire. "But the winter wind, … howled round and occasionally a 

burst of hail rattled against the glass” (3). Before starting his story, Theo calls it the 

“right sort of tale for such a night”, foreboding the frightening content ahead (3). The 

weather gives us a hint of what is to come in Theo’s visit to the estate as well, as it is 

cold and rainy when he travels there. Another example is after the first night of Theo’s 

storytelling where Oliver spends a night full of nightmares and restlessness only to find 

that the weather has turned colder during the night: “When I looked out of the windows 

a little after eight, I saw that a light snow had fallen and that the fountain in the centre of 

the court had frozen solid” (41). Lastly, the cold weather has a direct correlation to the 

feeling of being isolated and lonely. This can be seen when Oliver comments on how he 

wishes to be surrounded by people when sitting at a café normally buzzing with people 

in term-time. “I had hoped to be cheered up by plenty of human company but even the 

shopping streets were quiet – it was too cold for strollers …” (47). Rosemary Jackson 

comments on Hill’s use of the cold weather as perhaps being “the most powerful of 

Hill’s images, and the most central, …” (82). Appearing as a contrast to warmth, 

Jackson claims that this is a consistent feature in Hill’s fiction (82). 

Hill makes use of another technique which adds to the suspense in her settings, 

namely the contrast between light and darkness where light is connected to safety and 
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darkness to fear. The two work as opposite entities making the darkness even darker as 

we are shown what it can be like in the light. Or, as Theo puts it: “It is extraordinary 

how a little sunshine and brightness will lift both the aspect of any room, and of one’s 

spirits on entering it” (108). The Countess alludes most to the contrast, both in 

describing the painting: “This was a dark, sinister painting in my eyes” (76) and Venice 

itself: “It seemed to be a city … full of darkness and foul odours” (89), with the “light 

glancing on the dark waters” (93). The correlation in the Countess’s feelings about the 

picture and Venice ties the two closer together, equating the city with her horror 

concerning the painting. This use of contrast is not present in Gaskell’s story at all, but 

works as another uncanny and frightening layer in Hill’s developed story. 

The structure of The Man in the Picture is similar to Gaskell’s story in that it has 

many layers and different accounts concerning a common object. Here, however, we see 

a more elaborate use of the narrators where they intertwine with each other’s stories. 

Anne only comes in at the end of the story and does not comment on any of the 

narrators’ accounts except for Oliver’s. Therefore, we have four narrators but a structure 

of three Chinese boxes in this story, all three providing new clues to the mystery with 

narrators commenting on other narrators’ tales, characters and behavior. All of the 

accounts are given through a narrator in the first person. The most logical way to 

explain the different accounts is by starting at the end, where Anne gives her account of 

what has happened to her at the same time as she comments on Oliver’s writing. The 

story is told by Oliver and Anne in the form of a diary, not necessarily meant to be read 

by anyone else. Oliver’s story is the framework and has both Theo’s and the Countess’s 

story embedded in it. Furthermore, the Countess’s story is embedded in Theo’s. This 

means that there are four time frames, where Anne’s is the one closest to the present, 

Oliver’s is told during an interval of approximately one month, and probably written 

down a couple of months before Anne’s. Theo’s story takes us back about 40 years and 

the Countess’s story about 70 more, meaning that her story is set about 110 years from 

the time of Anne’s narrating.  

The chart below seeks to clarify these complex levels of narrating. However, it 

does not contain the different comments provided by one narrator’s to another narrator’s 

story as they are many and interjected throughout the story. 
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The effect of these shifts in time and between different narrators is to make the story 

more thrilling. We are not given a full account of the mystery at any one time in the 

story, but rather clues which gradually unfold the mystery. The effect of having four 

different narrators is striking in the way that it increases suspense due to the fact that we 

are not able to understand the story without all the different narrators, all providing their 

own piece to the puzzle. This technique is discussed by Wilson who claims that 

“supernatural features may be gradually and cumulatively introduced, ideally in a 

manner which preserves some degree of ambiguity until a final swift and dreadful 

climax” (16). The narrators in Hill’s story all give their account of the picture and what 

it has done to them, expanding the story, but at the same time deepening the mystery. 

Since we are not provided with an omniscient narrator, the parts of the mystery unclear 

to the characters remain unclear to the reader as well. Hill’s use of first person narrators 

gives the reader a particular closeness to them and affords the narrators credibility. This 

credibility is strengthened by the fact that they provide us with a first-hand experience 

and because they vouch for each other’s reliability and sanity. 

The visitation in Hill’s story is unclear in the sense that there is not an actual ghost 

who haunts a specific place or family. To explain this we will have to look more closely 

at the Countess’s story. She tells Theo of the passionate love and marriage between her 

and her husband Lawrence. This provoked the insane jealousy of Clarissa Vigo, a 

woman whom Lawrence had previously courted. Thus the story originates in a similar 

love triangle as our previous story: two women vying for the same man and an intense 

desire for revenge in the woman scorned. Clarissa causes the mysterious death of 

Lawrence during his Venice honeymoon. Furthermore, like the previous story, this 

drama continues into the next generation. Clarissa marries the son that the Countess has 

conceived during her short honeymoon and destroys her happiness once more. When 

Oliver 

Theo 

The Countess 

 

Anne’s epilogue 
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Clarissa dies after being thrown from a horse, we may expect some equilibrium to be 

restored. This, however, does not happen, as we shall see. 

At this point the reader may ask whether this qualifies as a ghost story at all. After 

all, there is no ghost of the kind we would expect in a ghost story. There is, 

nevertheless, a strong presence of the supernatural, and this is where Hill’s story takes a 

truly unconventional turn. The supernatural is, in fact, in the Venetian picture. The 

painting was given by Clarissa to Lawrence and the Countess as a wedding present and 

at first sight the Countess strongly dislikes it. When she returns from her honeymoon, 

she goes to look at the painting and finds her husband trapped inside it, a fate which he 

will not suffer alone. The plot thickens when we learn that Clarissa exists both inside 

and outside the painting simultaneously, both before and after her own death, and 

continues to move inside the painting after she has died.  

After Clarissa has executed her revenge through the death of Lawrence and by 

marrying the Countess’s son, she should traditionally be satisfied since her revenge has 

been accomplished. Taking revenge through a child and thereby inflicting misery on the 

real target is also where Gaskell’s story comes to an end. However, this story differs 

here as well, as the haunting continues, afflicting completely innocent and unrelated 

people whose only link to Clarissa is their possession of the painting. Furthermore, this 

is where the painting becomes a malevolent power in itself, a malevolence which is 

expressed in two ways. First of all, it has a psychological power where people become 

obsessed with it. Secondly, it has a physical power in that it attacks people. 

The first uninvolved victim is Theo who instantly seems to become obsessed with 

the painting. This is one example pointing to the great evil within the painting. It has 

tremendous power over its owners as none of them are able to get rid of it. Theo 

surprises himself with not wanting to part with the painting even though he can see how 

badly the Countess wants it back. The following quotation from Theo clearly shows his 

obsession: 

… it seemed as if I was indeed being possessed by something unusual – 

for there grew in me an absolute determination to keep the Venetian 

picture. … I felt almost frightened of my resolution, which made no sense 

and which seemed to have taken hold of me by dint of some outside force. 

(106-107) 
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Theo is attacked by the painting twice in his apartment. In the first attack, the 

painting’s wire breaks and Theo narrowly escapes being hit. However, one night he falls 

down dead with a dreadful look of realization on his face, the painting lying on the floor 

some distance from him. It is thought that he has died of a heart attack but Oliver 

suspects the involvement of the painting: “The wire, which I knew had been strong and 

firm the previous evening, was intact, the hook on the wall in its place” (122). This 

points to one of the mysteries regarding the painting. How could it fall if everything 

holding it up is intact? However, Theo never seems to appear in the picture and he has 

never married so he does not seem to be targeted in the same way as the other 

characters. 

The second victim of the painting, unconnected with Clarissa Vigo, is the first 

narrator, Oliver, who inherits the painting from Theo. At this point the story becomes a 

kind of re-enactment of the first Venetian horror. Oliver has married Anne and they 

choose Venice for their honeymoon. Again there is the festivity of the carnival mixed in 

with the horror of an inexplicable threat. We learn that Oliver has glimpsed Clarissa 

among the revelers and fears for Anne. However, he himself becomes the victim and his 

mysterious disappearance mirrors that of Lawrence. Anne is then left to finish the story 

and she returns home where the painting is waiting for her with Oliver inside it. We see 

how she is influenced by the painting’s power as she regrets not destroying the parcel 

with the painting before even opening it. This points to the fact that after having seen 

the picture and her husband in it, she cannot part from it. Like the Countess, Anne is 

pregnant and fears that her unborn child will be a boy. This is also where the story 

comes to an end. 

We can conclude that there are two centers of supernatural evil in this story, 

namely Clarissa Vigo and the painting. Clarissa’s original jealousy and hatred is similar 

to the traditional ghost story, as we see in Gaskell. However, there are many 

unconventional elements in Hill’s story. Clarissa inflicts her revenge while she is still 

alive and we have no notion of how old she is. Furthermore, Clarissa’s method for 

killing people is mysterious and unexplained. We know that her victims end up in the 

painting but not how this is done.  It is never indicated that she performs the deeds 

herself, making it impossible to know when she will strike since she does not seem to 

have to be present when it happens. Furthermore, her hatred seems to be mostly directed 

towards men as they are the only ones actually dying. This is also why Anne fears for 

her unborn child, hoping it will not be a boy. The women are of course afflicted as well 
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as they are the ones having to live in loss and fear, but at least they live. Clarissa’s 

hatred and desire for revenge has spread and she inflicts it on totally unconnected 

victims. It now affects all happy lovers in possession of the painting, bringing 

destruction wherever there is an opportunity. Since innocent people are targeted, we can 

see another example of how The Man in the Picture is a more uncanny story than the 

previous one with the terrifying aspect of having done nothing wrong and still being 

punished. This means that no matter what you do, you cannot seem to run from this 

vengeful woman and your fate is already sealed. 

One major difference between Clarissa and the ghosts in the previous story is that 

she has no “righteous” cause for her vengeance. She was crossed in love but the 

question is if that justifies ruining people’s lives. Clarissa is even believed to be insane 

by her own family and a priest, showing that she truly goes mad with jealousy. Another 

aspect contributing to the frightening aspect of Clarissa is our fear of “pure evil”. She 

commits evil deeds without any empathy or remorse which indicates that we have no 

notion of how far she is willing to go in her self-satisfaction. Theo comments on the 

power of a betrayed person’s pursuit for revenge: ”I knew only too well the fierce 

power of jealousy which fuels passion to be avenged. … rage, pride and jealousy are 

terrible forces and can do immeasurable harm” (106). All of this shows us that the story 

lacks many explanations, many of which perhaps cannot be provided by anyone but the 

one character not given a narrating role, namely Clarissa Vigo. 

The painting is the second of the two evil powers in this story. We do not know 

who painted it, why it was painted and if it was made for the purpose for which Clarissa 

is using it. What we do know is that it was painted in the late eighteenth century, 

approximately 100 years before the Countess comes into possession of it.  Furthermore, 

there are uncanny changes appearing in the painting. Clarissa moves around and people 

are added but we are not told of how these changes are possible. Nor is there any 

explanation for the psychological and physical powers it possesses, or its connection to 

Clarissa Vigo. 

All of these mysteries remain unresolved at the end of the story and we are left 

with many unanswered questions. The reader is left ignorant of when Clarissa will 

strike again since there is no sense of the ghost being laid to rest. Quite the contrary to 

Gaskell’s story, the future in this tale is completely unknown to us. Hence we feel fear 

that there will be no end to the threat and no abatement of the power or the malevolence 

of either woman or painting. Wilson argues that a curse will only be lifted when a 
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wrong has been corrected and that this “further serves to underline the eternal nature of 

the moral forces involved” (8). The horrific aspect in this story is that the wrong never 

seems to be corrected and that Clarissa never stops her pursuit of revenge. We cannot 

know if she has affected even more innocent couples with her evil because of the age of 

the painting. Furthermore, it is full of people both typically Venetian but many of them 

from other nations, meaning that many of them might have been drawn into it. Perhaps 

Clarissa is not the only one in history who has used the painting for revenge, and 

perhaps she will not be the last. 

To sum up this chapter, we can conclude that Hill’s story has many similarities to 

Gaskell’s and the traditional ghost stories. However, it is a much more complicated and 

intricate story than Gaskell’s. The unconventional settings of the Venetian carnival and 

the role of the painting give this story a new, frightening aspect which is not present in 

Gaskell’s story. It is no longer sufficient to stay away from the typically ghostly settings 

since we can be hurt anywhere. The many narrators and different time frames in this 

story add a layer of suspense and fright as we are never sure of what is actually 

happening. Furthermore, Clarissa Vigo, veiled in mystery, is tremendously frightening. 

She is hateful and vengeful and torments innocent people. Moreover, the lack of 

explanations in this story leaves us unsatisfied and restless as to how the mystery really 

ends. Not only does all of this make the story more advanced, but also more frightening.  
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Chapter 3: The Ghost Story from a Didactic Perspective 

In this essay we have explored two Gothic ghost stories and noted some developments 

from the 19
th

 to the 21
st 

century.  Many of the classical elements are still present in the 

later example, but because of the fact that we have become more resistant to the 

frightening, the ghost story has had to develop as well. Furthermore, a discussion has 

been held about revenge as a theme in ghost stories and how this can be frightening in 

itself, depending on the motive for the revenge. So, how can this be adapted to an 

upper-secondary class of English? Since the first of the two stories chosen could be 

considered rather advanced linguistically, the texts will be used in an English 6 class. 

The pupils will then have studied English 5 and been introduced to authentic texts in 

English already. Therefore, they should be ready for something slightly more advanced, 

and hence the stories will suit well. First of all, let us look at what the Swedish National 

Agency for Education (Skolverket) writes about teaching English. 

One part of the aim Skolverket puts forward is that students should be given the 

opportunity to develop different communicative skills such as:  

… reception, which means understanding spoken language and texts, and 

production and interaction, which means expressing oneself and 

interacting with others in speech and writing, as well as adapting their 

language to different situations, purposes and recipients. (skolverket.se) 

All of these skills will be covered in the exercise which will focus mainly on meaning to 

start with, with room for a focus on form at the end of the lesson series, an order which 

Dave Willis and Jane Willis encourage for the best outcome in students’ comprehension 

(8).  

Why, then, do we want our students to read literature? First of all, one of the best 

ways of absorbing vocabulary and structures is by reading. Secondly, literature can 

teach us many things about the culture and history of a particular time and place, and of 

course there is an abundance of other benefits which come from reading. The Gothic 

then, what reasons can we find for teaching this particular genre? Jerrold E. Hogle 

claims that the Gothic genre has not traditionally been taught in the classroom because 

of it being “low” literature. He argues, however, that this has now changed and that the 

Gothic has been given “a new importance as an object of valuable study” (31). The 

reason, as he sees it, is that the Gothic is “one of the primary modes by which Western 
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culture articulates its fears, hopes and underlying conflicts in the modern and 

postmodern worlds” (43). Hence the author seems to see the reading of Gothic novels as 

a kind of therapy for modern individuals. Be that as it may, the interest in the uncanny 

which can be seen in young people today is a very good starting point for teaching the 

genre to students. 

The Gothic theme will be explored in the form of a project using the two stories in 

this essay as a basis and will take approximately twelve lessons to complete. Tricia 

Hedge discusses projects as a way to integrate the different language skills reading, 

writing, listening and speaking, in a theme. For the subject English 6, Skolverket has put 

forward points on what should be the core content, many of which are relevant to this 

project. It states that “themes, ideas, form and content in film and literature; authors and 

literary periods” should be incorporated in the course. This criterion is met in this 

project since part of the focus will lie on themes and forms in the two stories which are 

from two different time periods and authors, one older and one contemporary.  

Before the project is introduced to the students, they are given the task to think of 

the concept of revenge. This may include personal experiences such as if they have ever 

taken revenge themselves, if they have been subjected to it, or if they have heard about 

someone else practicing or being subjected to revenge. They are then to write down one 

example on a note which is given to the teacher. The notes will be jumbled to ensure 

anonymity and then used in a later stage of the project. This phase of the project 

complies with another part of the aim for the course: ”students should … relate the 

content to their own experiences and knowledge” (skolverket.se). 

The project then starts with the teacher going through the basic background 

needed to analyze a written text. Concepts such as setting, characters and narrator are 

explained and a summary of the conventions of the Gothic genre is provided. The 

students will have touched upon content, form, structure and context in fiction in 

English 5 which means that these aspects will not have to take up much room here. 

With a starting point in our second lesson, the students will be required to read the 

two stories. The first story can be considered somewhat difficult as it contains old 

fashioned language. Because of this, the students will be given only parts of the first 

story to read for themselves, the rest being provided orally by the teacher as a summary 

of the most important parts. The remaining sections important for the students to read 

for themselves are those containing descriptions of setting and characters, Dorothy’s 

tale and the resolution. The second text should not pose a problem to the students as it 
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has a relatively easy level of language and mostly short sentences. However, it is quite a 

long text which is why they will be able to finish reading it at home as homework. The 

texts should have been read by our fourth lesson. 

After everyone has read both of the texts, the class will be divided into two 

groups, one for each story. These groups are then divided into smaller groups of three to 

four students in each. Each group is then provided with one concept regarding the text, 

one group has setting, one has characters, a third has narrator(s), and so forth. This 

means that the groups can focus on one aspect of one text in order to analyze it in more 

depth. After approximately two lessons the groups will give an account of their findings 

in front of the class. Preferably, the corresponding group in the second story will show 

their findings after the group from the first story. This is in order for everyone to receive 

a clear picture of the differences between the stories within the respective themes. After 

each pair of groups have given their account, the teacher and students work together to 

write down aspects which point to a development between the stories. When we have an 

extensive list of these aspects, the time has come for the notes written by the students 

about revenge. The teacher reads them aloud to give examples of the different faces of 

revenge.  

After this, the students are given the task to write their own ghost story. It is to be 

their own modern take on the genre and contain some aspect of revenge. This connects 

to another core objective in English 6: “Processing of language and structure in their 

own and others' oral and written communications, and also in formal contexts. 

Adaptation to genre, situation and purpose” (skolverket.se). When the students have 

written their stories, the teacher reads them and helps the students correct the form by 

working on grammar and sentence structure. Hedge argues the importance of 

contextualizing the students’ writing products, to give them an audience to write for 

(311).This will be done through an anthology – collecting the students’ stories in a book 

given to all of them. As an ending to the project there will be an opportunity for the 

students to read their stories out loud, preferably in a darkened, candlelit classroom. 

This last part of the project should take approximately four lessons, including 

homework to work on their texts at home. Finally, the students will receive feedback on 

their ability to analyze a text with the help of others and on following up the task in 

writing their own text.  

This is quite a time-consuming project. However, it is also comprehensive and 

complies with many of the main points Skolverket emphasizes as the core of this course. 
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After this project, the hope is that the students will have a good foundation in literary 

analysis and that this will help them in future literary projects. Furthermore, all of the 

four language skills mentioned by Hedge are present in this project. Reading is provided 

through reading the two stories, writing through writing their own stories, listening 

through listening to their classmates’ oral accounts, and speaking through their own oral 

accounts and possibly by reading their own story out loud. Provided there is time to do 

so, there is every opportunity to extend this project even further by bringing in classic 

works and building on the knowledge base provided in these lessons. 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of this essay was to point out the differences in two ghost stories from 

different times in history as an example of how a genre develops and adjusts to the 

period it is written in. The argument was that The Man in the Picture is a more 

developed and unconventional story than “The Old Nurse’s Story”. This has been 

shown through all of the different aspects we have looked at in Chapters One and Two, 

which also bring up the similarities in the stories. 

The setting contains traditional elements in both stories but has been developed in 

the second one. Here we see the atypical settings of Venice and the Venetian picture as 

equally, or even more frightening places than old, isolated houses. Furthermore, both 

stories have first person narrators. However, the complexity in narrating and time 

frames has increased in Hill’s story. She makes use of more narrators and time frames 

which interlink in a more elaborate way, giving the story more layers and more puzzle 

pieces to put together for the reader. Both stories have innocent victims, but the 

difference is that we know why Rosamond is targeted but not why the innocent victims 

in Hill’s story are. Moreover, Rosamond does not die in the story whereas many 

innocent people do in The Man in the Picture.  

Regarding the theme of revenge in the stories we can see many differences 

between the two. In Gaskell’s story Maud has truly been betrayed by her sister, giving 

her a strong reason for her revenge. Furthermore, Maud stops her haunting when she 

has accomplished her revenge on the person who actually wronged her. In Hill’s story 

the visitation offers no presence of an actual ghost until the end, but rather a living 

vengeful woman and a painting drawing people in. We also have a hard time 

understanding Clarissa’s motive for haunting the innocent people since she has no valid 

reason to do so. Moreover, Clarissa seems to want to continue her reign of terror for 

eternity. This leads to the fact that there is no real resolution in Hill’s story.  

The resolution is, in fact, an additional aspect where the two stories differ. In 

Gaskell’s story, we are provided with a clear resolution where all of the mysteries are 

explained and the ghosts are laid. In contrast, Hill’s story ends with many mysteries left 

unexplained and without a clear resolution. The ghost is not laid to rest and the evil 

continues in both Clarissa Vigo and the painting. Moreover, this evil is never explained 

or appeased.  
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To summarize the two chapters we can conclude that they have proved Hill’s 

ghost story to be more developed and unconventional than Gaskell’s. This has been 

shown throughout the chapters in all of the aspects discussed. Part of this development 

can be explained by the length of the two stories as Hill’s story is a significantly longer 

one and therefore has more scope to develop the aspects mentioned above. In all of 

these aspects we may also say that The Man in the Picture is a more frightening story 

where the reader is left with a feeling of not being safe anywhere and that anyone is at 

risk of becoming a victim.  

In the third chapter we have seen one example of how a teacher might use the 

Gothic genre in the classroom. In this case, the genre is explored in the form of a project 

with a main focus on the themes development and revenge in ghost stories. The project 

contains the four language skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. The students 

will first read and reflect on both of the stories provided. After this they are to work in 

groups to discuss and later report their findings regarding a specific theme. The project 

ends with the students writing their own modern version of a ghost story, containing 

some element of revenge.  

The findings in this essay are relevant as they clearly point to how literature can 

develop and change within a genre. Furthermore, they show how one can use this 

approach to teach students about different times in history and about themes which are 

common in different genres. This genre in particular is good to start with as ghost 

stories are exciting to most people and might serve as a fuse to light an interest in 

literature. 

As mentioned above, Hill’s story can be seen not only as a more developed story 

than Gaskell’s, but also as a more frightening one. If we hold this to be true, we might 

wonder why this is the case. Wilson claims that “the violence and horror of the modern 

world is reflected in a corresponding growth in increasingly graphic portrayals of 

supernatural encounters” (1). In Gaskell’s Victorian England, we can assume that 

human sufferings and violence were present to a greater extent. The same problems 

exist today but the difference is that many of the people in the world never have to see 

them. Does this mean that Gaskell’s reality was more terrifying than ours? Not 

necessarily. We are more distanced from these things through television and internet, 

but we are also provided with more terrible images from around the world. We are 

subjected to images of war, famine, natural disasters and genocides. Wilson’s claim is 

most evidently proved in today’s movies. Their horrible images and psychological 
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terror is something which society has never seen the like of before. Therefore, it seems 

only natural that the same development is evident in literature as well and that Hill’s 

story is a reflection of this escalation of horror elsewhere in society. 
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